
KANT VS SINGER

In this essay, I will summarize Kant's attempted derivation, then compare his argument in favor of beneficence with
Peter Singer's. Kant defines.

But racism implies that someone belonging to a certain race is owed less moral consideration than someone of
another race. In order to have meat on the table at a price that people can afford, our society tolerates methods
of meat production that confine sentient animals in cramped, unsuitable conditions for the entire durations of
their lives. For instance, Williams, whose ideas Singer followed in his works, emphasized the moral
membership or equality with such unique human capacities as feeling the pain and feeling the affection
Steinbock  I believe that the morality of men is not based on what we owe to each other. It is somewhat ironic,
then, that Peter Singer uses utilitarianism as the basis for arguing that animals have rights. Kant furthers this
idea by saying that when we are inhuman to animals we become hard to our fellow men as well. Suppose we
agree, with Singer, that equal suffering counts equally. Morality needs to be established in pure reason and not
gained form human experiences, but applicable to any and all rational beings. Humans act immorally often
enough, but only they -- never wolves or monkeys -- can discern, by applying some moral rule to the facts of a
case, that a given act ought or ought not to be performed. Kant has suggested that we owe nothing to animals
because they are not moral legislators i. Animals are of such a kind that it is impossible for them, in principle,
to give or withhold voluntary consent or to make a moral choice. Notwithstanding all such complications, this
much is clear about rights in general: they are in every case claims, or potential claims, within a community of
moral agents. It is one thing to say that equal suffering counts equally, but it is another thing to say that it is
the only thing that counts. Such are Kantian approaches to famine. Singer also regards the religious views
about absolute equality of people and lower position of animals as not justified by any proofs as cited in
Steinbock  Although I agree with Kants position on treating animals well and with respect, I disagree on his
reasons why. Do not commit injustices is to be just. He begins his argument by stating what is obvious:
suffering and death from famine is bad. In addition, the moral duties of those beings that are superior make
them morally worth and less restricted by numerous outer factors. And good will is not good because of what
it achieves, it is good for the reason to do it. This is a depiction of cruelty all starting from the treatment of
animals. Because they have different capacities they will have different rights. Singer November 29, Singer
VS. In contrast to O'Neill's Kantian approach, Singer adopts a very strong utilitarian solution. Singer claims
that the real basis for opposition to racism, sexism or elitism is not that individuals or groups are in fact equal
in terms of their abilities, but that their interests count equally. The idea of paying attention to such
characteristic as the ability to suffer is closely connected with the racist movements. Works Cited Kant,
Immanuel. Singer objects to experimentation that causes harm to animals on the same grounds. In result, it is
essential to note that equality should be wise and should consider different rights and treatment of different
beings according to the generally accepted meaningful moral norms and rules. Why would racism be justified
by there being differencesâ€”on the averageâ€”between groups? He argues that reason must be meant to help
us develop a good will. The second key principle she mentions pertains to Kantian duties of beneficence. If at
one point we were to suggest that all white males were moral legislators, and move to all people in the world
are moral legislatorswhy not animals? Kant says that the only quality that is actually good is good will. These
basic ideas of equality make up much of the moral development in the world, as it has gone socially.


